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A

bstract: The purpose of this paper is to present to the scientific community a glimpse of who
was professor Ph.D Gheorghe ROMANESCU and what were his ambitions and goals in order
to keep in memory his personality. Unfortunately, this kind of words is written (usually) after the
person is not among us, the fact that makes the mission more difficult. Our colleague, our professor,
our mentor passed away lightning in the evening of the 3rd October 2018 after one month and two
days from the birthday celebration. The loss that everybody suffered will remain as a scar in the skin of
our lives.
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In the Malcoci locality, at 11 km distance far from Tulcea Town in the homonymous County, on the 1st
of September of 1959 with almost 59 years ago the well-known professor PhD. Romanescu Gheorghe
was born. The locality is very close to the Sfantu Gheorghe Arm of the Danube River (Figure 1). It is a
village within the Nufaru commune. The old name of Nufăru commune was Prislav (officially worn till
1950), then the name changed to Ada Marinescu till 1965. In one Curriculum Vitae of the professor, we
could find that he mentioned as the place of birth “Ada Marinescu” even the fact that the name
resisted only 5 years, then changed again to Malcoci. Malcoci name has a Turkish origin being related
to fortune and also to rams. The presence of the water, with its flow and its many way of usage had
attracted the young boy. The childhood was marked by spending time admiring the nature of the water
and its mysterious way of movements and paths. He finishes the primary school in Malcoci and also
the Gymnasium. For the High School, he had to move to Tulcea Town. In 1981 he started the courses
of the Faculty of Biology, Geography and Geology, specialization of Geography in French within
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași graduating in 1985. Once the faculty was graduated, he
returned to Tulcea Town to teach pupils Geography, first to the Industrial High School no.4 between
1985 – 1986 and then to the Gymnasium School no.5 between 1986 – 1991. Professor Romanescu
despite that he was very demanding with the students he was loved by his students. Most of the
students wanted to go to camps with professor Romanescu during school holidays. He knew a lot of
things about the areas he had visited with the pupils and in the same time, he had a good sense of
synthesis the information in that way that for the students was very easy to learn. After a couple of
years of teaching in the pre-university system, his leadership qualities propelled him into the position
of Assistant Headmaster at Gymnasium school No 5, Tulcea, between 1987-1990. One year later he
became the School Inspector (for Geography) at the School Inspectorate from Tulcea County in 1990.
The scientific attraction to the research branch of geography led him back to academic centre Iasi as a
scientific researcher within the Geography team of the Romanian Academy, Iasi Branch (from 1991 till
1996). In the meantime, he worked hard to prepare his Ph.D thesis entitled: “Danube Delta, Morphohydrographical approach” under the supervision of Prof. Ph.D. Doc. Petre GASTESCU (one of the
well-known geographers and a real pioneer in Romanian Limnology), within the Institute of Geography
of the Romanian Academy, Bucharest. In 1994 he publicly defended his Ph.D thesis and obtained the
scientific title of Philosophy Doctor in Geography. It was obviously that the subject of his Ph.D thesis
should be related to the waters close to the place of birth.
In 1995, one year after it was given the Ph.D title, he attended to postdoctoral courses in United
Kingdom, at Oceanography Institute, Southampton, under supervision of Ph.D. professor Collins M.
The theme of the course was about Sedimentology and Seacoast Geomorphology, subjects that
helped him in the future carrier (Figure 2).
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In 1996 at the Konstanz University, Konstanz (Germany) he attended to another postdoctoral course
related to limnology. At the Limnological Institute at the University of Konstanz he attended to several
lectures and courses.

Figure 1. Places of the childhood
In Paris in 1998, he attended to postdoctoral studies related to Geomorphology and Hydrology within
the University Sorbonne I as a “TEMPUS” Individual scholarship. The supervisor of this course was
PhD Professor Raffy M. In the meantime, he was PhD Lecturer at the Faculty of History and
Geography within the “Stefan cel Mare” University from Suceava. The main activities were research
and education.

Figure 2. Places where professor studied (in Tulcea high school; in Iasi University courses, Bucharest
for doctoral studies; in Konstanz, Southampton and Paris postdoctoral studies)
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After 1998 he obtained a higher position within the Faculty of History and Geography within the same
university, as Ph.D associate professor, also he was scientific secretary of the same faculty. His main
activities constitute in scientific research, educational and scientific secretary. This position was until
he moved back to Iasi in 2003.
In 2003 he started to work for Faculty of Geography and Geology within the “Alexandru Ioan Cuza”
University from Iasi, as Ph.D professor in Hydrological Sciences till the end of his life. His main
activities and responsibilities were scientific research, educational activities; director of the Laboratory
of Geoarchaeology; head of the Department of Physical Geography at the Faculty of Geography and
Geology, “Al.I.Cuza” University. In March 2007 professor Ph.D Gheorghe ROMANESCU obtained the
quality of being doctoral coordinator by Ministry Order. Since then he coordinated doctoral studies for
14 students that have now already the PhD title in Geography. Unfortunately, because of the lightning
end of the professor there are still 11 students that could not end their doctoral studies with the same
coordinator.
He was an active scientific person publishing 48 books, from which 7 are published abroad, 3 are
published in an international language, 7 are academic courses. He also published scientific articles:
51 ISI Thompson articles, 20 Proceedings ISI, 15 B+ articles (2 as co-author), 44 International Data
Base (IDB) articles (18 as co-author), 23 other international articles (quoted at national and regional
level), 110 articles in CNCSIS-approved Romanian journals (8 as co-author) (Figure 3, 4).

Figure 3. Published books and chapters

Figure 4. Published articles
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Professor Ph.D Gheorghe ROMANESCU had a rich scientifically community activity from which it will
be presented in this paper just a few. The professor was a member of scientific societies national and
also international ones as follows: Association Francophone de Geographie Physique from 2016 till
the end of his life, European Association of Archaeologists from 2013, World Archaeological Congress
from 2012 till 2015, Aquatic Ecosystem Health and Management Society, Ontario, Canada since 2011,
European Geosciences Union since 2011, International Geographical Union from 2005 till 2009,
Limno-geography Romanian Association since 2008 as vice-president, International Wetland Society
from 2007 till 2013, International Geomorphology Society since 2000, International Coastal Areas
Society from 1996 till 2008, National Geomorphology Society since 1985, National Geography Society
since 1985. He took part in many commissions for doctoral studies, for teachers grades etc.
Professor ROMANESCU had the right profile of a researcher in geography and geo- archaeology that
wanted to explore places, phenomena, processes and to present to the others his findings. Thus, he
presented 327 papers during scientific conferences: 97 International: Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Bulgaria, Canada, Czech Republic, China, Croatia, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Jordan,
Japan, Macedonia, Malta, Oman, Republic of Moldova, Russia, Serbia, Singapore, Spain, Taiwan,
Tunis, Ukraine, USA, Switzerland, Serbia, Turkey, Morocco, Slovakia and others and 190 National
(Figure 5). He also participated to 14 scientific expeditions covering 5 continents (Mihu-Pintilie and
Stoleriu, 2018) (Figure 5). One of the expeditions was to Baikal Lake. Besides the numerous scientific
writings resulting from this expedition, the poetic side of the professor elaborated a volume of poems
titled: "De buna voie in Siberia" (Willingly in Siberia). Another poem volume was written after the
expedition in Patagonia, “Tara de Foc” (the Fire Country (Tierra del Fuego)) entitled: “Frigul de foc”
(The cold of fire).

Figure 5. Scientific expeditions and paper presentation – World Coverage
All these efforts (writing papers, going to expeditions) were not in vain. His published papers were
cited in prestigious journals and books as follows: 152 ISI articles citations, H(ISI)=11; H(Scopus)=11,
H (Google Scholars) =13 (i10=23); 163 International Data Base (IDB) articles citations; 698 CNCSIS
approved scientific papers citations (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Scientific citations
The results of his work were recognized at the national level but also at the international level by giving
him 29 awards and medals as follows:
Grand Prize, 2015, EUROINVENT, European Exhibition of Creativity and Innovation 2015, May 15,
Iași for the paper: Alexianu M., Tencariu F.A., Asăndulesei A., Weller O., Brigand R., Sandu I.,
Romanescu G., Curcă R.G., Caliniuc S., Asăndulesei M. 2015.
The salt from the Alghianu beck (Vrancea County, Romania): a multifaceted ethnoarchaeological
approach. In: R.Brigant, O.Weller (eds.), Archaeology of Salt.
Approaching an invisible part, pag.47-63, Sidestone Press, Leiden. ISBN:978-90-8890-303-8. PDF ebook: ISBN 978-90-8890-304-5;
Gold Medal, 2015, EUROINVENT, European Exibition of Creativity and Innovation 2014, for the paper:
Modificări antropice în arealul cuvetei lacustre Stânca-Costești în cadrul Technical-Scientifically,
Artistic and Literary Book Salon, May 15, 2015, Iași;
Silver Medal, 2015, EUROINVENT, European Exhibition of Creativity and Innovation 2014, for paper:
Geomorfologie litorală în cadrul Technical- Scientifically, Artistic and Literary Book Salon, May 15,
2015, Iași;
Diploma of excellence, 2014, EUROINVENT, European Exhibition of Creativity and Innovation 2014,
for paper: The Guide map of the Danube Delta published by Technical-Scientifically, Artistic and
Literary Book Salon, 21 May 2014, Iași;
Silver Medal, 2014, EUROINVENT, European Exhibition of Creativity and Innovation 2014, for paper:
The Tourist Potential of Coasts and Deltas within Technical-Scientifically, Artistic and Literary Book
Salon, 21 May 2014, Iași;
Grand Prize, 2014, EUROINVENT, European Exhibition of Creativity and Innovation 2014, for paper:
Limnology of the Red Lake, Romania: An Interdisciplinary Study within Technical-Scientifically, Artistic
and Literary Book Salon, 21 May 2014, Iași;
Book of Year 2013, The Geography Society of Romania, 2014, for the paper: Limnology of the Red
Lake, Romania: An Interdisciplinary Study, Springer Verlag, Doldrecht, New York, 2013;
UEFISCDI Award, 2014, Project Registration PN-II-RU-PRECISI-2014-8-6239, for the article:
”Geoarchaeology of the ancient and medieval Danube Delta: Modelling environmental and historical
changes. A review”, published in QUATERN INT, 293:231-244. Doi:10.1016/j.quaint.2012.07.008.
http://uefiscdi.gov.ro/userfiles/file/PREMIERE_ARTICOLE/ARTICOLE%202014/LISTA%203%20REZU
LTATE.pdf
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UEFISCDI Award, 2014, Project Registration PN-II-RU-PRECISI-2014-8-6240, for the article: “The
catchment area of the Milesian colony of Histria, within the Razim-Sinoie lagoon complex (Romania):
hydro-geomorphologic, economic and geopolitical implications, published in AREA, 46(3):320-327.
Doi: 10.1111/area.12093.
http://uefiscdi.gov.ro/userfiles/file/PREMIERE_ARTICOLE/ARTICOLE%202014/LISTA%203%20REZU
LTATE.pdf
UEFISCDI Award, 2014, Project Registration PN-II-RU-PRECISI-2014-8-6241, for the article: “Causes
and effects of the catastrophic flooding on the Siret River (Romania) in July-august 2008”, published in
NAT HAZARDS, 69:1351-1367. DOI:10.1007/s11069-012-0525-6.
http://uefiscdi.gov.ro/userfiles/file/PREMIERE_ARTICOLE/ARTICOLE%202014/LISTA%203%20REZU
LTATE.pdf
UEFISCDI Award, 2014, Project Registration PN-II-RU-PRECISI-2014-8-6245, for the article: “An
inter-basin backwater overflow (the Buhai Brook and the Ezer reservoir on the Jijia River, Romania”,
published in HYDROL PROCESS, 28(7):3118-3131. Doi: 10.1002/hyp.9851.
http://uefiscdi.gov.ro/userfiles/file/PREMIERE_ARTICOLE/ARTICOLE%202014/LISTA%203%20REZU
LTATE.pdf
UEFISCDI Award, 2014, Project Registration PN-II-RU-PRECISI-2014-8-7010, for the article:
“Seasonal Variation of Temperature, pH and Dissolved Oxygen Concentration in Lake Rosu,
Romania.” CLEAN – Soil, Air, Water, 42(3):236-242. Doi:10.1002/clen.201100065.
http://uefiscdi.gov.ro/userfiles/file/PREMIERE_ARTICOLE/ARTICOLE%202014/LISTA%203%20REZU
LTATE.pdf
UEFISCDI Award 2013, Project Registration PN-II-RU-PRECISI-2013-7-3769, for the article: “Alluvial
transport processes and the impact of anthropogenic intervention on the Romanian littoral of the
Danube
Delta”,
published
in
Ocean
&
Coastal
Management,
73:31-43.
Doi:10.1016/j.ocecoaman.2012.11.010.
http://uefiscdi.gov.ro/userfiles/file/PREMIERE_ARTICOLE/ARTICOLE%202013/LISTA%204%20REFA
CUTA%20REZULTATE.pdf. And the enumeration could continue reaching the premature end of his
life.
The entire work of our professor, will remain as a legacy for us and for the other generations of
scientific community from Romania and also from abroad. Within this paper it could be seen the big
loss that the Scientifically Community has suffered. We hope that professor ROMANESCU is in a
better place now. Citing him we can say: “We will die and we will see!”.
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